
                                                               

Grade-1 

                           SUMMER  HOLIDAY  HOMEWORK   

“The holiday season is a perfect time to reflect on blessings and 

take out ways to make life better for those around us “ 

Dear Parents 

Summer vacation is the most awaited time for parents and kids 

alike. However , this time it is different due to COVID-19 

as  youngsters are already not going to school. Thus , our 

responsibilities get double to keep our children active. 

    We at Baluni Public School , understand it very well that presently 

our proximity to resources is limited. Considering this , we have 

tried to keep “Summer Holiday Homework” 

simple & informative but interesting as well ,so that our li’l    

Balunians love to spend their time in completing it.  

     So , while the entire world is struggling hard in recovering from 

the pandemic COVID-19 , we together will have to make sure that 

our youth is least effected from the panic around. 



 

1. Fitness : “ A good health is the best wealth “ !  Encourage 

children to meditate and do yoga daily. 

2. Reading : “ Today a reader , tomorrow a leader “ ! 

Inculcate the habit of reading aloud in tiny tots. Encourage 

them to read the following stories after you.  

  



  
 

 

3. Writing : To develop a beautiful handwriting , motivate 

children to practice one page of cursive writing daily. 

4. Activity : Collect seeds of any 5 seasonal fruits that you are 

eating these days and stick those seeds on any paper (or 

scrapbook if you get your book set in sometime). Write the 

names of respective fruit below its seed. 

    Teach them the importance of moral values in their life. 

 Allot them small responsibilities in household chores that will 

aid them to be independent. 

 Click some photographs of  your kid where they can be seen 

doing some household chore with any of their elders help. 



 

 

1. Write tables from 1 to 10. 

2. Do what comes after , before and between ( 1 to 100). 

3. Do missing number ( 1 to 100 ) 

4. Draw a “ Snakes and Ladders board “ on any colored sheet 

or Maths notebook and complete the counting  

1 to 100. 

 

 

  



5. Let’s play SUDOKU  

Rule for solving Sudoku- Place the number/shape in a square 

so that no row, column or box has the same number/shape 

more than once. 

Number SUDOKU 

 
Shape SUDOKU 

  
(You can draw it in mathematics notebook) 

Have a  happy  and  fun filled  holidays !! 





Holiday Homework 

Grade 1- Make shape out of the Number 1to 9 

Note: U can make any idea your choice from number 1to 9 for example- Animal,Ship, Cartoon etc. 


